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A Durham School education develops confidence for life.  We support our pupils as they develop their 
Moral Integrity, Ambition, Responsibility, and Kindness, helping them to unlock their potential. We will be 
distanced this summer term, with the vast majority of pupils unable to return to our beautiful campus, and 
those that are able to return will necessarily have a different experience to the normal summer term. 

Our plans for the term are designed to ensure that although distanced, we will not be apart. The 
removal of the physical classroom and the need to do things differently create an opportunity for greater 
independent learning and thinking, valuable skills for life.

Our online provision allows us to continue to nurture every pupil’s unique talents within our supportive 
community and offer a breadth of opportunities to develop their interests and strengths. Through this 
difficult time, we will continue to rely upon our MARK values to guide us and enable our pupils to thrive.
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To help manage time and expectations, we 
are splitting the week into morning and 
afternoon sessions.  Morning sessions will 
have an academic focus, while afternoons will 
balance this with pastoral and co-curricular 
activities.  Everyone will have the opportunity 
to undertake a wide range of intellectual, 
cultural, physical, and skill-based opportunities 
and challenges.

The timetable, and other information can be 
found on the main menu (next page).  

To make the timetable accessible in different 
time zones, all live events will be recorded 
and international students will have time to 
complete work set in lessons. 

Please let your Tutor know if you are having 
difficulties with the timetable or accessing 
learning.  

You can download and print this guide using 
the button at the bottom of the screen.  

Programme Outline
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Academic

Pastoral

Co-Curricular

Chapel Bow

Calendar

Safeguarding

Sport

Careers

?
FAQ IT Support

Introduction



Senior Timetable
Period Timing

Roll Call 8.45 - 8.55

Period 1 9.00 - 9.30

Period 2 9.40 - 10.10

Period 3 10.20 - 10.50

Break 10.50 - 11.20

Period 4 11.20 - 11.50

Period 5 12.00 - 12.30

Period 6 12.40 - 13.10

Lunch 13.10 - 14.10

Afternoon Activities 14.10 - 16.00

Activity

House Time

Teaching & Learning

Teaching & Learning

Teaching & Learning

Break

Teaching & Learning

Teaching & Learning

Teaching & Learning

Break

See Detailed 
Description



• Lessons are 30 minutes long with a 10-minute changeover break.
• Morning break is 30 minutes, after period 3.
• Lessons may consist of live teaching or pre-recorded videos or 

presentations. Whether live or not the teacher and pupils will be 
present throughout the lesson.

• The taught element will be at the start of the lesson leaving time at the 
end for questions and clarification.

• Work will be set to completed in free lessons or during the afternoon.
• Set work may be required to be submitted back to the teacher or 

completed through a variety of online platforms.
• There is no prep timetable this term. Work should be set at appropriate 

points as all pupils have some free lessons as well as afternoons to 
complete work.

• Pupils will need to check their School email to ensure they do not miss 
information.

Academic Guidance
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There will be year group meetings for each cohort on Monday 1st June via 
Zoom to run through the programme. 

The meetings will be hosted by Heads and Deputy Heads of Section. 
All pupils are expected to attend (timezone permitting). This will be an 
opportunity to explain the arrangements for the term. It may be possible to 
ask questions.
• Year 7 MCG
• Year 8 MFB
• Year 9 TW
• Year 10 CSW
• Year 11 AJP
• Year 12 PCG
• Year 13 CJH

Start of teaching: Period 2 (9.40am) Monday 1st June.

Start of Term
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Year 7, 8, 10, 12
These year groups will follow their normal timetable, given the timings 
above. The only exceptions are Games, PE, LWE and Contemporary Studies.

Year 9
Maths, English and Science will be as normal. The remaining lessons will be 
dedicated to pupils’ GCSE option choices. Timetables will be issued to each 
pupil to make them aware of the new arrangements
Class Teams will be created for new classes and pupils invited to join the 
appropriate Teams.

Year 9 will have some free periods due to the change in timetable. They 
will be set work to do and are strongly encouraged to take part in the Co-
curricular and LWE activities.

Yeargroups
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Year 11
Pupils in Year 11 will have GCSE revision lessons in their core subjects plus 
Pre-A level courses in each of their A level option choices.
For pupils who have chosen 4 A level subjects this will be a useful exercise 
to help them decide on the final 3 and will also provide a useful settling in 
period for all pupils allowing them to change subjects, if necessary, well 
before September.  A timetable will be provided for each pupil. Class Teams 
will be created for new classes and pupils invited to join the appropriate 
Teams.

Year 13
Students will continue to be taught up to 5 periods per fortnight of each of 
their A level courses. 
These lessons will consist of a variety of activities. This will include:
• Re-teaching of content
• Setting of independent tasks leading to project/essay/presentations
• Pre university skills/content 
• Subject specific groups, akin to a university seminar group with tasks, 

reading etc to set by a subject specialist.

There will also be a programme of ‘Life Skills’ and pre-university  
planning within the Afternoon Programme.

Yeargroups
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We will want to assess each pupil in the most appropriate way to provide 
some judgement on how they have progressed this term. There will be an 
assessment week for each yeargroup as follows:
 
13/07-17/07  Year 12 assessment 
20/07-24/07  Year 7-10 assessment 
20/07-24/07  Feedback for Y12 begins
27/07-31/07  Feedback for Y7-10

Reporting and Assessment
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With shorter morning lessons, afternoons should see pupils completing 
classwork exercises, consolidating what has been taught in class, revising, 
and carrying out extension tasks where appropriate. We would strongly 
encourage our younger pupils in Years 7-9 to read a book of their choice, 
fiction or non-fiction, every day during this time in addition to their set 
academic tasks, and for pupils in Year 10 and above, we would recommend 
between one and two hours of academic work, revision or wider reading 
per afternoon.    

Prep & Revision
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Tutor Time
This will take place for all tutor groups every Wednesday from 14.10 - 
14.40 through Tutor Group Teams. It is primarily an opportunity for tutees 
to catch up with one another informally and for tutors to monitor their 
wellbeing and progress, but the session will also be used to discuss the 
weekly LWE topics and themes.
    
Year Group Meetings
These will take place once per fortnight and are an opportunity for Heads 
and Deputy Heads of Section to provide pre-prepared or live information, 
guidance and encouragement of an academic nature for pupils. 

Pastoral
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One-to-one Meetings with Staff
These one-to-one meetings may be used to discuss any academic or 
pastoral matter, just as a pupil would be able to seek the advice or help 
of a member of staff when in school. Pupils should email the member 
of staff directly to request a mutually-convenient appointment time of 
approximately 20 minutes between 2.10 p.m. and 4.30 p.m., Monday to 
Friday.   

Life & Wellbeing Education
LWE resources and materials will be provided every Thursday for pupils to 
access at a time convenient to them before the Tuesday of the following 
week. Pupil participation and work will be reviewed by LWE teachers 
every Tuesday afternoon to ensure that they have accessed the material 
and engaged with the course content, and Tutor Time on Wednesdays will 
be an opportunity for live discussion, led by tutors, of the topics covered.  

Pastoral
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While mornings will be dedicated to timetabled lessons, afternoons have 
been set aside for pupils to engage in a bespoke programme of additional 
activities that reflects as closely as possible Durham School’s normal co-
curricular provision. 

The Afternoon Programme has been designed to encourage pupils to 
participate in a broad range of academic, cultural, sporting and creative 
pursuits, while allowing them to use their time to focus on particular areas 
of interest or need, and to engage in activities at a time that suits their 
circumstances.

From 2.10-4.30 p.m., Monday-Friday, the following options will be made 
available to pupils and communicated to parents by email every Friday 
for the week ahead. A combination of pre-prepared and live activities has 
been included to give pupils the flexibility to participate as and when they 
can. We are very mindful of our international pupils who are in different 
time zones and may struggle to attend sessions remotely, and also of the 
pressures on families where remote learning is taking place alongside 
parents and siblings also working from home.

Enrichment & Co-curricular 
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Year 13 Pre-University Sessions
Question and Answer sessions with members of staff from across the 
curriculum will provide Year 13 pupils (and any interested Year 12s) to 
find out more about undergraduate study. Two disciplines will be on offer 
each week during a live 45-minute session with a subject specialist, and 
pupils will be encouraged to bring questions and find out more about what 
university study in their chosen subject area involves.  

Year 13 Life Skills
A series of pre-recorded presentations (Personal Safety, Budgeting, First 
Aid and Health, Cooking, Academic Life, Building a Professional Profile, 
Mental Health) will be posted weekly for Year 13 pupils to access as they 
contemplate and prepare for going to university and living away from home. 
Presentations will be in a variety of formats (e.g. video, blog-style post or 
narrated PowerPoint) and may be accessed by pupils at any time.  

Enrichment & Co-curricular 
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Year 11 Revision Clinics
Two subject clinics will run every afternoon from 2.45-3.30 p.m. Pupils 
participating in these clinics should endeavour to study and revise 
independently, but may call on supervising staff for feedback or to help with 
particular questions or difficulties during live clinics.    

Co-curricular Activities
A broad range of clubs, societies, teams and ensembles led by staff and 
senior pupils will be encouraged to get together and get involved in their 
chosen sporting, musical, intellectual and creative pursuits. A combination 
of regular and one-off activities will be on offer, and will feature daily fitness 
challenges, reading, debating and public speaking, arts and crafts, with 
elements of competition, performance and exhibition wherever possible.        

Music and LAMDA Tuition
Pupils who receive individual tuition from peripatetic tutors and wish to 
continue by Zoom, Skype or Teams may arrange to do so by contacting their 
music or LAMDA tutor. The Music and Drama Departments will advise on 
the availability of peripatetic tutors.

Enrichment & Co-curricular 
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Accessing the Afternoon Programme
Details of how to access activities for the coming week (e.g. online link, 
time, staff email address) will be sent to parents by email every Friday 
afternoon. This Week Ahead document will allow pupils to browse the 
range of activities on offer and plan their afternoon diaries for the coming 
week. 

Enrichment & Co-curricular 
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All parents and pupils are warmly invited each week to access whole-school Chapel 
talks from the Headmaster and other senior staff on a variety of reflective and 
spiritual themes. These will be made available on Mondays (Whole School Assembly) 
and Fridays (Evening Worship with the Chaplain) to mirror the way in which we start 
and end each working week together as a community in Chapel.

Assembly and Chapel





The Durham School Safeguarding Team continues to risk assess, take action 
and review potential safeguarding issues arising from the current changes 
to operational activity.

The School will continue to log, respond to and monitor any concerns about 
the welfare of students via its existing processes

For more information about Safeguarding at Durham School please 
view our Safeguarding Policy.

Safeguarding
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Regular exercise is a crucial part 
of life. It is good for your health, 
improves mood, sleep quality and 
energy, reduces stress and can 
improve your immune system. In 
these extraordinary times when 
most of us are largely confined to 
home, it is even more important 
that we are all making a particular 
effort to exercise and to stay as fit 
and healthy as we can.

Daily fitness challenges will 
be part of our afternoon 
programme.  A range of resources 
and ideas will be provided in 
recognition that students may 
have limited access to outdoor 
space.

Sport
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One to one career guidance is available through our Head of Careers, Mr 
Stuart MacNair, including assistance with:

• researching opportunities for life after school and careers pathways
• encouraging work experience, internship and mentoring
• bespoke preparation for UCAS applications and CVs  

We will also continue to offer a range of online careers talks and Q&A 
sessions with ODs and parents and will form part of the afternoon activities 
programme.

Careers
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Online learning will require pupils (and staff) to use new platforms and 
applications. We would ask all parents and pupils to familiarise themselves 
with the Remote Learning policy, and in particular the Durham School ICT 
User Agreement (Remote Learning).

Teams, Zoom and other software used in online teaching require no more 
than the level of device required under the existing bring your own device 
policy.  We understand that this will be a new experience for pupils, parents 
and staff and there will be teething problems. We will, of course, be 
understanding.

For questions or help with IT, students should e-mail: 
helpdesk@durhamschool.co.uk.

The Help Desk has a ticketing system which logs and tracks all 
correspondence.

If necessary, parents can also email the IT service desk for support with 
accessing remote learning provision for their children.

IT Support
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We will do our best to share the answers to many frequently asked 
questions here as term progresses.

Sadly, we don’t know why the boys of The Caffinites donned top hats 
and night gowns in this 1899 photo.  Some questions are perhaps best 
unanswered!

FAQ
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The information in this online booklet is aimed at providing you with everything you need to know about 
our remote learning provision which is available to all Bow children in every year group. Separate guidance 
will be issued for children who are able to join us on site.  

Our remote learning makes use of computers and the internet to deliver a high-quality Bow, Durham 
School education direct to you but we are aware that, at times, this does not work for everybody. If you 
should find you are having difficulties accessing the resources please do let us know by phone or email and 
we will see if there is anything we can put in place to help.
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To ensure effective coverage of the curriculum, all lessons, whether onsite 
or online, will follow a modified Bow, Durham School timetable. For remote 
learning, the timings are there for guidance as we remain mindful that 
everyone has different circumstances at home so the lessons will, where 
possible, remain online to allow flexibility for families to complete them at 
their own pace. 

Most learning tasks will be made available by the appropriate members 
of staff by 8:00am each day.  The exception to this will be live lessons and 
activities where the teachers will be interacting with the children in real 
time. However, we will try, where possible, to record these lessons so they 
also remain available to be watched at a later time.

We would encourage the children to keep to a set routine as much as 
possible but also reinforce that it is not expected that every pupil will 
complete every piece of work every day. To assist with this, we will not be 
following a prep timetable but additional work and extension activities will 
be set for completion away from lessons when appropriate.

Bow:Teaching and Learning
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EYFS
Tapestry should now be used for all online teaching content for EYFS 
children. There are three new features in Tapestry:

1. Memo: This will be used to provide a brief weekly overview of 
learning for the week plus any class or child specific messages.
2. Documents: General documents to be used by all children will be 
placed here [PowerPoints, Word documents etc.].
3. Activities: This will be where we place documents, videos, voice 
recordings, links to external video and content, worksheets and many 
other items. Parents can upload their observations and work directly 
from the Activity page or using the Observation feature.

In addition to Tapestry we may, if appropriate, use Teams for an activity. In 
this instance we will let parents know using the Memo feature. This is most 
likely only be used for live Tutor time sessions or a live Maths or English 
session.

Accessing Remote Learning
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Years 1 to 6
Before the Easter holiday, our remote learning was delivered primarily 
using our VLE. This worked well and the relevant resources, lessons and 
information that are already in place on the VLE will remain there.

Moving forward we have decided to adopt the same approach as our Senior 
School and use Microsoft Teams for delivering the majority of our remote 
learning lessons and materials. 

Once logged on, we would ask that pupils only make use of the Teams 
application and do not use any of the other functions, such as Outlook at 
this time.

More guidance about Microsoft Teams can be found overleaf.

Accessing Remote Learning
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To use Teams, children will need to access their school email account which 
they can do by going to login.microsoftonline.com or by using the Office 
365 link on the VLE homepage. 

Usernames are of the form 20XXJBloggs@students.durhamschool.co.uk 
where 20XX is the year they would leave the school at the end of the Upper 
Sixth. For example, for a child currently in Year 6 this is 2027, Year 5 is 2028, 
Year 4 is 2029, Year 3 is 2030 and so on. The password will be the one your 
child uses to access the computers when in school.

If you have any problems accessing this or the VLE, please contact 
helpdesk@durhamschool.co.uk to ask for help or for a password to be 
reset. Please do not use the forgotten password link on the log in page.

Guides and video tutorials on how to use Teams have been placed on the 
remote learning page of the VLE.

Microsoft Teams
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Activities for handing in will be set using the assignments function in Teams. Navigate 
to the General channel in the desired classroom, then select Assignments. You can also 
use your search bar to search for an assignment by keyword.

Your upcoming assignments will show in order of when they’re due. Select any 
assignment card to open it and view the assignment’s details. Tip: Select the Expansion 
icon (diagonal, double sided arrow) to work in full-screen mode.

If your teacher specified a document for you to hand in or you have other files to attach 
to this assignment, select +Add work and upload your file. (Up to 50 mb in size).

Select the Turn in button to turn in an assignment before its deadline. The button will 
change depending on the status:
  

• Turn in again if you’re editing an assignment you’ve already turned in and need 
to submit work again.  

• Turn in late if you’re turning in your assignment after the due date, but your 
teacher has allowed late turn-ins or asked for a revision. 

• Not turned in if the assignment is past due and your teacher is no longer 
accepting turn-ins. You cannot turn in work.

• Undo turn in if you decide you want to edit your assignment  
before the due date. You’ll need to turn it in again after you  
make your edits.

Submitting Work in Teams
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General guidance for live lessons
Utilising Teams will allow us to provide an increased level of interaction to 
our remote learning and live lessons will form part of this. Children will be 
informed when the live lessons are taking place but, if possible, they will 
be recorded to allow children to view them if they were not available to at 
the scheduled time. It will depend on the lesson but a general live lesson 
structure on Teams will be:
• A register is taken at the start of each lesson. 
• Children should use the mute function for a short teaching section 

which may be live, via a shared PowerPoint, online whiteboard, or a pre-
recorded narrative. Children will be encouraged to note any questions 
they might have.

• A section will then follow for discussions, asking and answering questions, 
going through examples, and checking understanding. The text chat 
function might be used for this or it could be through the microphone and 
video link.

• Learning activities will then be set which, depending on time, might be 
started while everyone is online or to be completed later in the day. Work 
can be submitted using the Assignments tab in the Team.

Accessing Remote Learning
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As outlined in our ICT User Agreement (Remote Learning) pupils must: 

• Keep all login details and passwords secure.
• Acknowledge that the remote learning environment is an extension of the 

classroom and they should therefore behave attentively, responsibly and 
respectfully when engaging in remote learning activities.

• Complete and upload all set work and prep onto the VLE or Teams by the 
deadlines set by the teacher. 

• Be on time for remote learning sessions. 
• Be dressed appropriately for video-based learning sessions. 
• Take part in video-based sessions from an appropriate location, i.e. a 

public room at home (e.g. living room, kitchen or study) and not from a 
private room (e.g. bedroom). 

• Report any concerns about inappropriate online behaviour or material to 
a teacher or a parent. Pupils must not: 

• Download, upload, post or forward any material that could be considered 
offensive or inappropriate. 

• Record or take photographs of other pupils or teachers during online 
sessions.

Expectations for Live Lessons
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There will be a form group meeting for each year group on the first day of 
term, via Teams, to run through the programme. 

Details of this meeting will be sent out to parents via email.

Please check that you can get access to Teams and let us know of any issues 
as soon as possible.

Bow: Start of Term
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Assembly
Whole-school assembly/PSHE talks will be made available each day.

Prep
Pupils will be able to complete classwork exercises, consolidate what has 
been taught in class and carry out extension tasks where appropriate. 

Tutor Time
This will take place each day at 3:00 p.m. through Teams. It is primarily an 
opportunity for children to catch up with one another informally and for 
tutors to monitor wellbeing and progress, but the session should also be 
used to discuss the weekly topics and themes.         

Pastoral, Enrichment & 
Co-curricular Programme 
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PSHE
Resources such as articles, videos and links will be made available for pupils 
to access as and when they choose to in line with the PSHE scheme of work, 
and the themes included in those materials will be discussed during Tutor 
Time. 

Co-curricular Activities
A broad range of clubs, teams and ensembles led by staff will be 
encouraged to get together remotely through Teams and get involved in 
their chosen pursuits.
        
Music and LAMDA Tuition
Pupils who receive individual tuition from peripatetic tutors and wish to 
continue by Zoom, Skype or Teams may arrange to do so by contacting their 
music or LAMDA tutor.    

Pastoral, Enrichment & 
Co-curricular Programme 
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Bow Timetable
Period Timing

Registration 8.30 - 8.55

Period 1 9.00 - 10.00

Period 2 10.00 - 10.30

Period 3 11.00 - 12.00

Lunch 12.00 - 13.00

Period 4 Variable

Period 5 Variable

Period 6 Variable

Break 10.30 - 11.00

Extracurricular Variable

Activity

Morning Activity

Maths

Assembly/PSHE

English

Break

Topic

Creative or Physical

Form Time

Break

Clubs and 
Online Activities


